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Music
faculty
teach in
Greece

Counselors
offer a way
of hope

By Mandy Lind
STAFF REPORTER

Three faculty members
from the College of Musical
Arts leached out to an international audience this month
ilining the College's first faculty exchange with Ionian
University in Corfu, Greece.
Maxim Mogilevsky. assisi.inl professor of piano.
John Sampen, professor of
saxophone, and Marilyn
Shrude, professor of musicology/composition/theory, presented workshops, lectures
and concerts to students at
the University as part of the
exchange.
Richard Kennell, dean of
the College of Musical Arts,
and Svetlana Smolina, a second-year graduate student ,11
the College and the wife of
MogUevsky, also joined the
group
This was son of a trial run
for us," Sampen said. "We
taught all the students from
Greece and presented facult)
recitals. Marilyn and I played
the saxophone and the piano
at the recitals, which consisted
of ail-American music'
Sampen also performed
Shrude'S
compositions
"Renewing the Myth" and
"The Postcards'1 including a
new work entitled "Kantada."
"This one, 'Kantada,' was a
world premiere and was specifically written for this trip,"
Sampen said.

By Nicole Delisio
NEWS EDITOR

For most college students, the thought of dying young may seem
unrealistic. For some students, however, this thought is a harsh
reality.
Some leading causes of college student death may be better
known than others. Automobile and alcohol related accidents kill
the lirsi and third most college students. Suicide, something often
associated more with teenagers, claims the second most college
victims.
A 2001 Surgeon General executive summary projected 1,088
suicides on college campuses yearly. Statistics from the National
Mental Health Association show the rate of completed suicide
among college students is 7.5 of every 100,000.
According to Dr. Basanti Basu, psychiatrist at the University
Counseling Center, the latter rate has grown over several years.
"1 think if you look back over the last 50 years, it used to be 2.5 of
c\ cry 100.000," Basu said. "They are predicting it could be up to 8
(of every 100,0001 in the next decade."
The Surgeon General summary reported students with preexisting mental illnesses and students who develop mental health
problems in college are at a greater risk for suicide.
But for Amy l)ugan. Nurse Practitioner at the University Health
Center, these students are no more at risk than others.
"I beHeve thai any personality type with enough stressors could
potentially commit suicide," Dugan said. "I think the high pressure of this age group, as far as trying to succeed—it's just a tough
time."

Several other factors contribute to suicide. The stress of classes
and work could overwhelm students. Younger students may struggle widi the transition from home life to campus living.
Alcohol consumption also caters to suicidal thoughts. This may
spell doom for impulsive students, who Basu worries may have
poor control of their decisions.
"If you combine alcohol with impulsivity. it causes trouble," she
said.
Trouble arises because the student might become more
SUICIDE. PAGE 3
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Sky is the limit for
largest BG business
By Matt Hawkins
STAFF REPORTER

Mike MttzpcBG News

PLEASED CUSTOMERS: Mathew Naragon helps Bonnie
Lashaway at Sky headquarters. Representatives say their regional approach to business is a key element in retaining customers.

Falcons are known for being
seen in the sky. But in Bowling
Green, the)' do it in several
senses. The city is not just
a college town; it's also the
home of a $14.3 billion dollar company—Sky Financial
Group.
Sky Bank was founded here
in 1952, and while numerous
name changes and merges

have occurred throughout the
company's history, the headquarters remains in Bowling
Green, currently at 221 South
Church Street. There are also
five financial centers and nine
ATMs around the cit\.
Over the years Sk) lias
also grown to become one of
the top 50 financial services
companies in the country,
with 285 locations in Ohio,
SKY, PAGE 2

Bowling Green citizens to throw evening party against crime
By Shan Hayes
STAFF REPORTER

On August 3rd, Bowling Green wiU join
over 10,000 other cities in all 50 states, as
well as Canadian providences and U.S. territories, in celebrating a "National Night Out
Against Crime."
The event will take place at the Stone
Shelter House in the City Park from 6:30 to
9:30, and will include a Dl, door prizes, a
vehicle display, free snacks and drinks. The
purpose of the festivities is to increase crime
prevention awareness, generate support and
participation in local anti-crime efforts and

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

strengthen the police and citizen partnership.
The National Night Out is being sponsored by the Bowling Green Police Division,
with the support of the U.S. Department of
Justice and the Bureau of Justice Assistance.
According to Sgt. Tony Hentrek, block watch
coordinator for the city of Bowling Green,
the National Association of Town Watch has
been putting on the National Night Out
for about twenty years. This is the first year
Bowling Green has been involved.
"The theme is 'Give Crime and Drugs a
Going Away Party," Hentrek said. "BasicaUy
it's a night where we can bring the com-
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munity together and show a commitment to
wiping out crime in the community"
Hentrek also wants to use the event to
promote the community block watch program that was organized two years ago.
"We're really committed to organizing
established block watch areas within the
city, and hopefully this |the National Night
Out] will be a cornerstone of a lot of that
activity. "Hentrek said.
Hentrek pointed out that not many
University students were involved in the
block watch program, which he found ironNIGHT OUT. PAGE 2
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Kerry scheduled to visit Bowling Green
I he Wood County Democratic Party reported Monday that
soon-to-be Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry
and running mate lohn Edwards will be \isiting Bowling
Green this Sunday as part of their "Believe in America" bustrain tour of the country.
The place and time of the visit have yet to be determined,
and will be released to the public closer to the event date.
I he Kerry campaign cites Wood County as an important
swing area, noting that Bill Clinton's victories hinged on
Northwest Ohio votes.
In 2000, Vice President Gore narrowly lost Ohio and Wood
County's votes, which proved to be cosdy.
For updates on exact time and location, log on to the BG
News Web site at wu:bgne%vs.com
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University
considers
same-sex
health care
By Matt Clark
STAFF REPORTER

Some 70 pcrreni of universities in the Association of
American Universities V\l I
offer full benefits, including
medical and dental coverage
and tuition reimbursement to
same sex domestic partners
of their full-lime Faculty and
staff.
In late lune and early luly,
three state universities chose
to follow the practice of those
in the Ml), including Miami
University, Ohio University,
and Ohio Stale University.
Cleveland State Unlversit)
SAME-SEX, PAGE 3

Greek exchange is exploratory
MUSIC, FROM PAGE 1

Moglivesky and his wife also performed
a duo piano recital, which covered works
of famous Russian composers.
lire universities began the exchange
last December when three Greek students visited Bowling Green for a week.
In May, three University students participated in the exchange and went to Ionian
I Iniversity for a week.
The exchange was implemented in
hopes to develop, strengthen and diver-

NIGHI OUT, FROM PAGE 1

ic since Unlversit) students are
the most victimized population
in Bowling Green, Despite the
fact thai many crimes in Howling
Green ate alcohol related, alcohol abuse prevention will not I*
singled nut at the National Night
Out
"Crime prevention of any
type is what we're geared for,"
Hentrek said, adding thai alcohol abuse prevention was something the Bowling Green Police
Department regularly educated
the public about already
The City Park is located oir
Conneaul Street For more information, contact the Howling
Green Police Division at (419)
352-1131.

fashions its music program after more of
an American- based- system rather than
that of a European conservatory.
"They are in a very young stage of
development, and what I think they are
looking for from us is not only experience with our faculty but also looking
at our ways of doing things, which will
help them grow in their own professional
realm," Kennell said.
This fall Ionian University faculty members will come to the University. Lambis
Vassiliadis, professor of piano; Andreas
Georgotas, applied viola: Sypros Gikontis

applied violin; Iannis Toulis, applied
cello and viola da gamba, and Katerina
Micholpoulou, applied harpsichord and
early music performance, will participate
in the return exchange.
"They will come in early October,"
Shrude said. "Five of their faculty will be
Going two programs: one here and one
at the Toledo Museum of Art. So, it really
is an exchange of sorts, what we did over
there they wUl be doing here."

Sky anchors local
business family
SKY, FROM PAGE 1

National
event will
have leg in
the city

sify the college's academic linkages with
institutions abroad says Kennell.
"We have started taking just the very
preliminary steps in creating a growing
relationship with, 1 think, a very special
University," Kennell said. "This represents
an opportunity to our faculty and students to experience a different culture,
to contribute and grow from the people
that are at a formative stage in their music
program."
According to Kennell, the Ionian
University is fairly young and quite
unique. It was started 12 years ago and

Michigan, Indiana, West Virginia,
and Pennsylvania. A total of
4200 employees work for Sky,
with more than 400 employed in
Bowling Green alone.
Tim Dirrum, Vice President
of Corporate Communications,
said that despite being a large
company, Sky has different
regions which set it apart from
some of the other large financial
Institutions.
"We've structured ourselves to
be regionally based so thai the
people that deal with our clients
live and work in the community," Dimim said. "It makes us
much smaller in the customer's
eyes."
Dirrum said that the ability to
make decisions close to the client is important.
"When (clients] are dealing
with someone close lo where
they live, it makes a big difference, as opposed to waiting for a
decision for a long period of time
from someone out of town," he
said.
There are eight total regions
affiliated with Sky Bank,
including the Mid Am region
which covers Northwest Ohio,
Southern Michigan, and Fort

Wayne, Indiana. Sharon Speyer,
president of the Mid Am region
said that maintaining a regional
concept has created a nice blend
with the company.
"You have a large company
that's sophisticated, with the
resources to provide enhanced
services," Speyer said, "But on
the flip side, the clients are dealing with people that they know
and are familiar with."
Speyer said that in 2003, Sky
held the number-one position
in market share in Wood County,
which she believes is largely due
to the regional concept.
"I believe that |concepl| is
the backbone of our success,"
Speyer said.
This regional concept has created several other avenues for
success in the communities as
well. Speyer said there are many
ways that Sky gives back to the
community.
"Not only do we give back in
funds, but we give back in time
that we all serve on local boards
and in non profit organizations"
Speyer said.
Durrin said that Sky has always
provided support for Bowling
Green and its community and
will continue to help their clients
in every way possible.
"Here in Bowling Green, we've

■aHmprSBIhM

WORLD HEADQUARTERS: Sky Financial Services made its headquarters visible on Main Street The
company is the largest to base itself in the Bowling Green community.
been a really big community
server and thai in itself helps
bread] success," Durrin said.
"We've got similar products
and services to other financial
institutions, but we serve the clients well and fit their needs as
opposed lo just giving all the
products under the sun that we

can.
While Sky is considered one of
the larger financial institutions
based on total asset size, the
company prides itself on providing a smaller, more personal
atmosphere for the customer.
Durrin said their goal is to look
specifically at what the needs

are in the customers lite and
make recommendations, which
is often difficult for a larger insiiunion
"[Other institutions! say they
do lhat, bin a lot of times the)
a in i ieally accomplish it," Durrin
said. "Our whole company Ikes
and breaths it

UNIVERSITY

bookstore
@ THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

Textbook
Buyback
begins on August 2nd

Picture ID Required

II

Multi Purpose Room
2nd Floor of
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LTVET?T

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE

ii

&

Monday 8:00-5:00
Tuesday 8:00-5:00
Wednesday 8:00-5:00
Thursday 8:00-5:00
Friday 8:00-5:00

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Woosler

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.

UNIVERSITY COURTS
l'&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.

BGSU
OWIING

EREEK

STATE

ALL WCATIONS
• "Tenant Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• Time-Warner cable service included in rentals
• Central air & heal
• Convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient lo Campus Shuttle Slop
• Short walk lo Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

UNIVERSITY

ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
■WALK ON OVER"

(419) 352-0164
wvwMniversityapartments.us
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Legislation to fund
counseling centers
SUICIDE. FROM PAGEl
depressed. Serious depression
can isolate students, drawing
them away from family and
friends. This isolation, according
toDr.BettyYarrisoftheUniversity
Counseling Center, improves the
possibility of suicide.
"The person who's isolated
has more' opportunity to commit
suicide," Yams, a staff psychologist, said. "Most individuals who
are successful are experiencing
some type of depression or mood
disorder."
Isolation and lack of communication can significantly affect a
suicide. Ihe University last dealt
with suicide in lanuary 2001
when two students, a 24-year-old
female and a 21-year-old male,
ended their lives within a two
week period.
Reports fromtheBowlingGreen
Police Division say the female
overdosed on several drugs and
went into cardiac arrest. Police
found her diary, which contained
suicidal thoughts. Ihe male student went to Carter Park, where
he shot himself in the throat. His
friends and family were unaware
that he was struggling.
Confiding in others is something many suicidal students fail
to do. Local physicians say this
is largely because of opinions
attached to mental illnesses.
"I think for some people there's
the label that gets placed on
them." Dr. Cathy kocarek, counselor at the I Jniversity Counseling
Center said. "Traditionally there's
this stigma about receiving
help."
Basu shared this sentiment,
and reassured depressed students that a mental illness is not
their fault.
"It's not that you did something
to yourself, or you did something
wrong." Basu said. "It's a chemical imbalance.'
Universities can reach out to
students with counseling centers,
testing programs and seminars
among other things to guide
troubled students.
The United States Senate
passed "The Gordon Lee Smith
Memorial Act" earlier this month
in honor of Sen. Gordon Smith
Sr.'s (R-Ore.) son. The younger
Smith. 21, committed suicide in
his college apartment last August
after struggling with bipolar disease, dyslexia and a learning dis-

ability.
The act will allocate $82 million
to fund counseling and resource
centers on college campuses.
According to Kocarek, this act
might help students realize the
support they have.
"I would hope that the students who aren't reaching for
help would be more aware of
the resources available to them,"
Kocarek said.
The American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention (AFSP) recently launched the College Film and
Screening Project, to identify and
refer at-risk students to suicide
treatment. Students at participating universities respond to
an online questionnaire, and a
counselor reviews each assessment. If a student's responses
suggest psychological problems,
the counselor suggests a face-toface meeting.
The University offers several
resources for depressed students.
The link, a crisis intervention
center, has a 24-hour hotline.
The counseling center offers crisis intervention and emergencyservices for immediate assessment. The executive staff of
the Counseling Center and the
Women's Center wrote to the
University encouraging them not
to teach concealed carry classes because restricting access to
guns is one method of preventing suicide. Yarns said. "Wfe do a
lot of consultation with faculty,
hall staff, and friends of students." Yarris said. "Through that
mechanism we can give advice to
others about how to help people
who are suicidal."
In some situations, a counseling center client may need medication, in which case they are
referred to Basu. If she is unavailable, the patient is referred to
Behavioral Connections, the
Student 1 lealth Service or a private physician.
Although services are available
to depressed students, University
officials emphasize how important it is for students to seek
help.
"Talk to people. Talk to your
Mends," Dugan said. "Get to the
counseling center or student
health service. We have M.D.'s
who will counsel people ami we
treat a lot of depression and anxiety In students. We treat these
patients with high priority."
The counseling center is at 320
Saddlemire, or call 372-2081.

GREAT SELECTION OF:

1,2,3,and 4 Bedroom
Apartments & Houses
Available for Fall 2004
GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS
(1 bedroom A *ffki«nc«s)

445 E. Wooster Howling (i

on 4.un:

w w w.gree n h ria r re ntals.co m

The Obsidian
The Obsidian, is looking for creative,
dedicated, and diverse staff members
such as YOUI

The Obsidian is the University's multicultural publication dedicated to
representing and reporting on the
diverse multicultural community at
BGSU, inclusive of all ethnic, cultural,
gender and lifestyle populations.
Pertinent issues face students with
multicultural backgrounds in ways that
many may not know of, this publication
serves to inform as well as entertain
students from all backgrounds.

If you know you have something to offer,
or perhaps think you can enrich this
publication forward all questions and/or
concerns to the Editor-in-Chief: Allia J.
Miller: alliam@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to the
advisor Robert Bortel:
rbortel@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Committee studies care

SAME-SEX. FROM PAGE 2

has announced plans to offer
the benefits, and Bowling Green
is examining the possibility.
"The Faculty Senate has had
an ad hoc committee looking at
domestic partner benefits...the
administration has been awaiting their report, which will give
us some indication of the number of individuals involved, the
type of benefits desired, and
potential costs," University
President Sidney Ribeau said.
Christina Guenther chairs
the Faculty Senate's Domestic
Partner Benefits Ad Hoc
Committee, which is conducting "activities necessary to determine the steps needed to achieve
equity at BGSU in relation to
domestic partner benefits,"
and recommend to the Faculty
Senate how those steps should
be implemented, according to
the document which formed the
committee.
According to Guenther, both
soft benefits such as library privileges and hard benefits such as
medical coverage will be looked
at by the committee.
"We met throughout the last
academic year, have prepared a
questionnaire to ascertain the
dollar amount that is involved,
and will send faculty and staff
this questionnaire in the fall. We
have begun preparing a proposal which we plan to present to
the administration and Faculty
Senate by late fall," Guenther
said of the committee.
The state universities that
have begun to offer the benefits
claim the costs are minimal.
At Ohio State University, other
benefits to dependents of their

faculty, staff, and students were
also expanded. They expect their
healthcare benefits budget to go
up by one-half to three-quarters of I percent, according to a
recent release. The benefits will
not be funded with state money.
Miami University expects less
than 1 percent of their faculty
and staff to qualify, causing their
healthcare benefits budget to
increase by about one-half of 1
percent
Daniel Meyers, Director of the
Interactive Language Resource
Center at Miami University,
is more concerned with the
rewards than the costs. I lis partner, who has been unemployed
due to several medical conditions, will be covered under the
new benefits package.
"When I realized that my
partner's monthly medical and
hospital bills would now be
taken care of, I felt an enormous
weight lifted off my shoulders,"
Meyers said. "For the first time,
1 won't have to scrape to make
ends meet in paying off medical
debts and hospital visit costs.
Also, since he is now eligible to
attend Miami under the tuition
remission benefit, he can go
back to school and finish his
degree."
In order for Meyers to get
coverage for his partner, he had
to submit an affidavit claiming
him. Meyers had to be in an
indefinite relationship with his
partner that had existed for at
least 6 months, have joint ownership of a residence and certain
financial accounts, and have his
partner listed as a primary beneficiary in his will or life insurance plan.
According to Guenther, same-

sex domestic partners won't be
the only ones benefiting from
the new coverage.
"As the premier learning community here in northwest Ohio,
we must keep step with the
best universities of our region.
If we do not stay in step, we will
lose our competitive edge with
regard to faculty, administrators
and students,'' Guenther said,
concluding that some high quality faculty may consider the benefits a deal breaker when deciding when; to teach.
Undergraduate Student
Government President Alex
Wright agrees with that possibility, but does not feel that
the University should be pressured by the decisions of Other
Universities.
"Each university has its own
specific culture and climate;
what works at one university
may not work at another university, but what works at say,
Miami, may very well work
here," Wright said. "You'd have
to look at the cost benefits, were
already in financial trouble, and
all state universities are."
The decisions to offer the
benefits followed state legislation passed by the governor in
February, which made same-sex
marriage'agairistihestrongpublic policy of the state." I louever,
I louse Bill 272, otherwise known
as the "Defense of Marriage Act
IDOMA)," only restricted samesex couples' statutory benefits,
sudl as those related to taxes.
"The governor believes that
offering benefits to same-sex
domestic partners is a business
decision that should be left up to
employers: be that a university,
private business or local govern

ment," Orest II. Holubec, governor's press secretary, said.
The Ohio Campaign to Protect
Marriage is currently gathering
more than 300,000 signatures
to propose an amendment to
the state constitution that would
place restrictions similar to
DOMA in the document. The
proposed amendment would
also have no effect on the new
benefits.
"Absolutely not, the constitutional change has no bearing
whatsoever on universities or
the private sector," Phil Burress,
chairman of the campaign, said.
Five students were asked if
they would like to see such benefits available to faculty and staff
at the University. Four students
would like to see the benefits
extended and one would not.
Nick Martin, a senior majoring in international business,
does not want to see the benefits
at the University.
"I don't think same sex partners should be recognized,"
Martin said.
Kristen Cygen, a junior majoring in criminal justice, said that
same sex partners should get the
benefits, just like everyone else.
"Why not? They're human
beings," Cygen said.
Guenther, who is a member
of the gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender community, holds
much hope that the benefits will
come to campus.
"I'm heartened by the posinve response In Ohio to this very
important civil rights issue and
feel certain that our own academic community here at BGSU
is in support of domestic partner
benefits," Guenther said.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Debate over stop-sign continues
Clough Street residents will be active tonight in a 7:00 meeting of the city traffic commission. The meeting will be held in
council chambers. Items debated will include the reinstatement
of a four-way stop at Campbell Hill Road and Clough Street.
Other issues to be considered include a restudy of pedestrian
traffic in relation to stop signs on South College Drive and South
Prospect Street, possible crosswalks at several intersections, and
re-assessment of the Troup St. stop signs.

Speed enforcement will also be discussed.
The changes are an implimentation of a study by the Mannik
& Smith group, which was commissioned by the City. The group
has offices in Maumee.
For full, up-to-date coverage of this issue, see mvw.bgnews.
com
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You Can Afford!

451THURSTIN: Airow from Offanh.u.r Furn. efficiencies w/full bath.
School Year - One Person - $395.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $355.00
80S CLOUGH: Cimpui Manor- Two bdrm. furn. One bath + vanity.
School Year - One Person - $620.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $520.00
449-455 $. ENTERPRISE; One bdrm. furnished or unfurnished.
School Year - One Person - $395.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- S345.00.

rs if en it 7:31

SATURDAY AUGUST 7th

720 SECQNP; One bdrm. furnished.
School Year - One Person - $420.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- S365.00
707.711.715.719.723.717THIRD: One bdrm.furn.or unfurnished.
School Year - One Person - S395.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.
402 HIGH: Two bdrm, 1 bath furnished or unfurnished.
School Year - One Person - $590.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $490.00
701 FOURTH: Two bdrm lutnished one b.lth plus v.inily
School Year - One Person - $620.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $520.00
IM[.FIFTH;Two bdrm. furnished, one bath plus vanity in hall.
School Year - One Person - $560.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $470.00
649 SIXTH; Two bdrm. furnished, one bath plus vanity in hall.
School Year - One Person - $560.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $470.00
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do, OH. -4 III.84M. I.MMI

Tickers go on sale Friday July 16th at all Tkketmaster outlets.
charge by phone 419.474.1333. online at min.tkketmaster.com
and available at al Toledo area ALLIED RECORD I\( H \\l,t 11II \\ lll\S'
i.»r into i ..Hi 11 !»..m:t.r.u<Mi
I 'III IIIIILLU BY JIMP CUIMLERT5 & VERSO GROUP

FIRST - RATE

852 SIXTJfcTwo bdrm. furnished, dishwasher, one bath.
School Year - One Person - $610.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $510.00
M9JS0 SIXTH STREETiBoskti _
School Year - One Person - $640.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $530.00

;Two bdrm, two full baths.

FAST, RELIABLE

SJSSEVENTHiOne bdrm. unfurnished, dishwasher
School Year - One Person - $450.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00
724 S. COLLEGE; Two bdrm. unfurnished, 1.5 baths, dishwasher.
School Year - One Person - $640.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $530.00

WITH

FOMST APARTMENTS: Twn bdrm. furnished or unfurnished, I bath plus
vanity. Located at 853 Napoleon between S. College and High St.
School Year - One Person - $550.00.
One Year- One Person Rate- $465.00
We have many other unity available. Stop in the
Dental Office for a complete brochure.

GaH JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

Serving BGSU Over 30 Years
CONTACT US FDR PRICING

Rental Office: (41«») 354-22611
For Your Convenience We Are Located at

m E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Acran From Teco Bell
WBWjnhnnrwIovtrtatolalc.iom

THE

612 CLINTON STREET
P.O. DRAWER 100
DEFIANCE, OHIO43512

HUBBARD
888;448;2227
COMPANY FAX: 419-782-1662
www.hubbardcompany.com
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QUOTEIINQUOTE
"I guess they thought if they came back they
wouldn't be charged with escape, but they
were wrong."
Sheriff Warren Rimer.on three inmates who escaped hum unlocked cells at the
Hawkins County,Term., jail—only to return the same night with beer.
(AssocuKd RKS)
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OPINION

USA Today decision displays bias
Recently, USA Today had
the bright idea to hire a rightwing conser\'ative to cnvci
die Democratic National
( (invention and an extreme left
liberal to cover die Republican
National Convention It sounded
like a creative idea, but the deal
fell through.
Ann Coulter was the extreme
conservative hired to cover the
DN(: (bilker has authored
three best-selling books, including Treason: Liberal Treachery
from the ('old War to the War on

Terrorism." She is best known for
her syndicated column for the
Universal Press Syndicate.
Michael Moore was the
extreme liberal chosen to cover
the RNC. Me is best known for
bis controversial documentaries "i-'ahrenheit 9/11" and the
Oscar-winning "Howling for
Columbine."
Everything sounded fair
enough, but when Coulter sent
in her first piece to USA'Ibday.
the editors nixed it, finding it
"unusable" and "not funny."

After we did a quick readdtrough, we actually found it
quite amusing and pretty dam
funny.
But what we find most amusing is that even though USA
Today chose not to run Coulter's
piece, they are still planning
on running Michael Moore's
thoughts on the Republican
Convention, according to the
Drudge Report. What is disturbing about this is that the original
plan was to have two extremes
cover the opposing conven-

Misconceptions about writing
ers.
With writing, as with every
other skill, there is always room
for improvement. You write
Guest Columnist
for others to read, and regardless of whether you agree with
your readers' suggestions and
After two years as a high
opinions, that feedback serves a
school English teacher, two
purpose, feedback makes you
summers as a writing consultant think, revise, improve and recogin the BGSU Writers Lab and
nize your blindspots and weakanother year as a writing center
nesses, and that is imperative,
consultant at Defiance College, I
despite your degree of writing
have been exposed to a plethora
competence.
of opinions about writing. What
Professional and famous
amazes and frustrates me most
writers have editors, critics and
are the misconceptions all age
confidants, all of whom provide
groups, from high school stuwriting feedback. Getting a secdents to veteran educators and
ond opinion may be die best
administrators, have about writadvice a writer can follow.
ing and writing centers. Some
Misconception 3: Writing is an
of these views are absurd and
isolated discipline that is used
only binder the writer that exists
mainly in academic environwithin each individual.
ments, such as high schools, colMisconception 1: Writing is a
leges, and universities, and rarely
skill that you either have or you
in the "real world."
don't have.
Writing is an essential life skill.
Though some people are
How many professions require
blessed with a natural ability
absolutely no writing ability?
to write, you are by no means
Very few. In addition, writing
doomed if you struggle widi
is one of the most advanced
writing. Writing takes time, prac- modes of human expression,
tice, diligence, dedication, and
and, as if that is not enough,
patience. It is a skill that must
writing is micial in the technobe honed and developed, just
logically advanced world we live
like driving, dancing singing,
in today. Writing is not solely for
or cooking. At some point, even
English classes—everyone uses
some of the most accomplished
it. Only the ignorant and the lazy
and talented writers feel inadthink writing is a luxury or a useequate and apprehensive when
less and inapplicable skill.
it comes to writing
Misconception 4: Writing
When asked to identity the
centers are merely complimenmost frightening thing he
tary services at a university and
had ever encountered, Ernest
are secondary in importance to
Hemingway replied, "A blank
other programs when considersheet of paper." Just like
ing locations, funds, and staff.
Hemingway, many writers may
On the contrary, writing cenfeel unable or overwhelmed
ters should be placed adminiswhen writing, but imagine if
tratively and physically in central
all writers succumbed to those
locations on campus so writing
emotions. Everyone has the abilfeedback is as accessible as posity to write; it is only a matter of
sible to all writers. Not doing so
allowing that ability to blossom
reveals die attitude that writing
through practice and consultacenters—and writing—are not
tion with other writers.
central to life-long learning,
Misconception 2: Once you
are marginal to the university's
become a good writer or suclarger vision and are only for a
ceed in tackling a significant
select few. Quite simply, without
writing challenge (such as passwriting, universities would fail to
ing English 112 or completing
exist; therefore, writing centers
your dissertation), you no longer
should be one of a university's
need to consult with other writmain priorities.

KAYLA
STOLLER

Misconception 5: Writing
centers are perfunctory places
where students hand over their
papers to be written by the consultant or to be annihilated by
the consultant's red pen, therefore providing an easy way for
an average or poor writer to get a
grade be or she nonnally wouldnot receive on a paper.
Anyone who has visited the
BG Writers lab knows this is not
the case! Consultants do not
mark on the student's paper, and
they do not demand that the
writer makes any corrections.
Rather, the consultants identify'
writer strengths', ask questions
and suggest areas for improvement, whether that involves
brainstorming, organizing
rewording or identifying consistent mechanical errors. Instead
of making superficial corrections
to the papers, consultants strive
to encourage overall growth in
die writers.
Again, writing takes time, and
it cannot be taught in one, ten,
or even twenty writing sessions,
and writing center visitors are
never guaranteed an "A" paper.
Rather, they are guaranteed
helpful feedback from other
writers.
Though there are many other
misconceptions surrounding the
field of writing, these five misconceptions seem to resurface
again and again as I interact with
students, peers, and administrators, in order to battle these
beliefs, as writers, we need to
remember that although writing can be a labor-intensive,
sometimes frustrating process,
it can also provide insight, clarity, understanding, and hope.
Writing provides satisfaction like
no other, for the writer and the
reader.
As Samuel Johnson once
insighrfiilly shared, "What is
written without effort is generally read without pleasure." While
effort must begin with each individual writer, universities must
cultivate this effort by providing
writing centers that offer the ultimate academic service—writers
helping writers.

tions. Coulter's replacement.
National Review columnist
lonah Goldberg, is not nearly as
extreme a conservative as Moore
is liberal.
Coulter and fellow conservatives are understandably upset
over the quick change, most
likely assuming USA Today has
an agenda in mind.
"Apparently no one at USA
Today has ever read Ann Coulter
before!" Coulter said in response
to USA Today's negative comments about her column.

What is one thing you
wish you would have
done this summer?

1.
ASHA GRAYS0N
FRESHMAN, AMPD

"Take a trip to
Hawaii.'

KYLEKELLEY
FRESHMAN, MARKETING

"Worked less and
hung out more with
my friends."

KELLY BAKER
SENIOR, SPECIAL ED.

"Made more money."

NICOLE FALK
SENIOR, ACCOUNTING/

"Gone streaking
through the quad into
the gymnasium."
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should reconsider their choice
of coverage for the Republican
National Convention.
It is only fair to replace
extreme liberal coverage with a
more moderate viewpoint, if the
same has been done with the
extreme conservative coverage.
If USA Today does not want to
be accused of being biased, they
should search for less extreme
liberals. We suggest former
host of the TV show "Politically
Incorrect" Bill Maher, who is
known for his liberal views.

NBA players should
PEOPLE first play in college
ON THE STREET

Illustration by
Jon-Michael
Armstrong
Written by
Eric Schaefges

USA Today's executive editor
Brian Gallagher said that the
decision was not an anempt to
"censor" Coulter, but rather a
result of a "difference of opinion
over editing—words, voice, that
sort of thing."
It is obviously USA Todays
prerogative if they didn't want to
run Coulter's column, and that
doesn't necessarily mean they
have a liberal agenda in mind.
However, we believe that
since they censored the extreme
conservative coverage, then they
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Not since Michael lordan has
there been a more explosive,
talented athlete in the NBA than
l.eBron lames.
At the age of 18 he's already
proven himself in a league full
of players twice his age—yet
he may be the worst thing that
has happened to the sport Since
Kevin Gamen came into the
league in 1995.
It was dien that the NBAs
phenomenon of drafting high
schoolers began. Gamen started
a trend that has become more
and more prevalent in recent
years. No longer did the top high
school athletes choose to play
for the Dukes and Kentuckys of
college basketball, and for good
reason. Why waste time playing
in college when millions of dollars are at stake?
Last season lames became
a multimillionaire before ever
being drafted, inking a $90 million shoe contract with Nike.
With all the hype surrounding
his NBA takeover, many thought
he would fold under the pressure, but he proved his critics
wrong winning the rookie of the
year award and averaging over
20 points per game. His emergence into superstardom at such
a young age is a reason to worry
about the future of the NBA
since it has given other top high
school players hope that they
can do the same thing.
This misconception will ruin
more lives of high school hopefuls than ever before. In last
month's NBA Draft, a record
seven players were selected
straight out of high school. While
there is bound to be at least one
future superstar among that
mix (possibly Dwight Howard or
SIlaun Livingston), it may take
a while before any of them are
ready for major minutes.
Sure there are those who
succeed, but of the 37 players drafted straight out of high
school, only seven players (Kevin
Gamen, Kobe Bryant, Jermaine
O'Neal, Tracy McGrady, Rashard
Lewis, Amare Stoudamire, and
Lebron lames) have turned
themselves into all-star caliber
talents. Even for most of these
players it took at least a year or
two until they significantly made
a difference for their respective
teams. Jermaine O'Neal, for
example, didn't average more
than five points per game in a
season until his fifth year in the
league.
Yet most rookie contracts last
up to three years if drafted in the
first round, so basically these
high schoolers get paid to ride
the bench for their first contract.
No one deserves to be a multimillion dollar bench warmer,
especially at such a young age.
Unfortunately there are many
high school prospects that don't

TODAY'S
BADJOKE

get as lucky. While it's so easy to
remember the successes of the
players above, no one seems to
remember the high school busts
over the last few years.
Of the 37 high school prospects who have declared for the
NBA Draft since 1995, nine went
undrafted. while another five
turned out to be major failures.
Both Korieone Young and I .eon
Smith were considered to have
loads of potential and be ready
to dominate in "a few years."
Yeah right!
Young who was drafted by
the Detroit Pistons in the second round back in '98, played
a whopping three games (all
during blowouts) before he was
cut at the end of the season. He
never resurfaced in the NBA
again.
Another guy, Leon Smith is
an even sadder case. After the
Dallas Mavericks drafted him
in the first round of the 1999
Draft, Mavs coach Don Nelson
diouglit Smith should spend a
little time in the CBA until he
was ready. Smith wanted no
pan of that and had continuous
arguments with Nelson as well
as off-the-court distractions. He
later ended up in a psychiatric
hospital after he overdosed on
230 aspirin, while strangely looking like an old-fashioned Indian.
When he w-as finally revived at
the hospital he thought he was a
real Indian who was supposed to
fight Christopher Columbus
It's about time for NBA
Comissioner David Stem to
make some changes. Either raising the age limit from 18 to 20,
or creating a minor league affiliation would work wonders for
the NBA right about now.
Both the NHL and major
league baseball have minor
league affiliations where young
athletes can polish their skills
until their mentally and physically ready for big time competition. However, the NBA player
only has two options: either
make the team, or get cut. The
NFL is the only other major
'.|iui! without a minor league
system, but no high school players are allowed in to begin with,
and the average team is nearly
four times the size of an NBA
team anyways.
Although there is the NBDI,
which Ls a developmental
league, there is no affiliation
involved with any of the pro
teams where a player can simply
be send down when they're not
ready.
But to have a more effective
league it would only make sense
for Stem to force every high
schooler thinking about the NBA
to at least try college for a couple
years first. Without a college
education these players miss out
on a chance to help themselves
get a job and support themselves when their career is over.
After all the average NBA lifespan is only 3 years. If they are
truly good enough to play in the
NBA then what's there to rush?

Q: Why do elephants have
trunks?
A: Because they would look
silly with glove compartments.
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Silly string fights for its LA. rights
J.P.

BENITEZ
U-Wtre Columnist
Indiana Daily Student
Indiana University
I always knew I hated LA
For the longest time I suffered
to put words to my emotions, to
translate that taste of regurgitated fried eggs and apples I would
experience every time someone
mentioned the city's name.
Yet by my sword, Tom
LaBonge has changed all of that
for me. The fog has been lifted
and there is now truth, light and

direction.
I hate LA. because LA hates
silly string.
The Associated Press reported
Sunday that Los Angeles
Councilman LaBonge is working to ban the use of silly string
on Halloween. Initially desiring
to create an all encompassing
ban of the substance, he must
have realized that the extent of
his hate would be too readily
noticed. His demon advisers
thusly cajoled him into tempering his decision as he lies in
wait to rid Hollywood of cotton
candy and baby bunny rabbits
for his next phase in destroying
all tilings "happy."

To be fair, the man does have
his reasons. According to Heir
Councilman, silly string has
been known to—gasp—clog
storm drains and endanger
marine life even before repelling us down into the abyss. As
a coup de gras, the substance
under fire has been known to
"endanger police, particularly
those on horseback."
No wonder all the cop dramas
take place in New York.
Perhaps he was the victim of
one too many T.P. raids on his
estate, perhaps he is sensitive
to neon, or maybe, just maybe
he's never been kissed. Whatever
the cause, this man suffers from

the los Angeles infirmity, the
deadly virus that convinces you
and your loved ones that you are
indeed important. You desire to
create your own Utopia of delusion and force those around you
to bend to your will because
you are the enlightened childBuddha.
I lollywood has long held a
reputation for being frivolously
cause-driven. Each starlet hoping to absolve their sins of excess
by campaigning to save the malnourished chinchillas of northem Uzbekistan, each would-be
model refusing to eat non-biodegradable tofu and now this
politician's personal war against

party favors contribute to the
overall moral confusion that is
the West Coast.
The sad reality is that there
was a time when such actions
would be laughed at by we, the
normies—those of us who live
a life separated from fame and
dreams of becoming best friends
with Ron Howard. I lovvever,
suddenly we've participated in
our own Californication of sorts,
buying into their confused ideals and actually seeing the logic
behind oxygen bars, low-carb
coca-cola and botox.
We have bought the image
with our souls. Where America
was once apple pie, it's now an

apple martini made with trench
vodka. All the while we're whistling dixie, trying to turn country
into pop and sell T-shirts picturing Che Guevara for $50.
And laBonge's ban will probably go through. And there will
be one more reason for kids
to stay indoors and play Xbox
rather than trick-or-treat. And all
because in I A., nothing comes
before the sanctity of their storm
drains and one's councilman's
attempt to make a name for
himself in the city of image.
They may have money and
looks, but dammit, no body's
gonna' take away my silly string.

Governator's 'girlie merf comment
NICOLAI
BROWN
U-Whv Columnist
Iowa State Daily
Iowa State University
California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger drew criticism following a recent speech
by referring to California
Democrats as "girlie men" for
opposing his budget plan. The
comment sparked a range of
accusations from misogyny
to homophobia on the part of
the Republican "Govemator,"
to claims that his opponents
should just lighten up.
Whatever the case, the "girlie
men" comment originates from
a couple of old Saturday Night
Live characters named Hans
and Hranz, who were scrawny
yet aspiring bodybuilders who
poked fun at the physiques of
other people. Schwarzenegger
knows this because their skit
was a spoof of his former body-

vc

builder days.
The skit was supposed to be
funny because Hans and Franz
Criticized others for a physical
characteristic they themselves
possessed. In light of that,
Schwarzenegger could have simply been poking fun at himself.
Alter all, California's finalized
budget is nearly a month overdue now. and the buck stops
squarely on the Terminator's
shoulders.
I lis actual comment, made
in the food court at the Ontario
Mills Mall, could have been
plucked straight from Saturday
Night Live. Regarding the
California Democrats, he said,
"If they don't have the guts to
come up here in front of you and
say, I don't want to represent
you, 1 want to represent those
special interests, the unions, the
trial lawyers and 1 want them to
make the millions of dollars'—if
they don't have the guts, I call
them girlie men."
Although the reflexive parody
isn't so blatant as in the skit, his

Vineyard
Church
in Bowling Green

remark does more to attack his
own credibility than anything.
First, regarding the mention of "special interests:"
Schwarzenegger himself has
taken money from lobbyists and
special interests. Some "donations" have even ventured into
the hundreds of thousands of
dollars. Perhaps Schwarzenegger
confused his mall food court
crowd with the top 1 percent of
the tax bracket.
Second, his comment on
labor unions is bizarre, considering his audience, labor unions
arc intended to represent working people - those who are paid
a typically fixed amount for their
labor. Through the organization
of labor unions, working people
can gain a bargaining chip
against their employers.
By contrast, employers have,
by default, nearly all the bargaining chips and thus, nearly all of
the power. They don't primarily
make a wage or salary - - they
reap the company'sproflts. They
are members of what is called

use the term "trial lawyer" in a
negative light, hoping to hurt
Edwards by association.
And who can blame them?
Before politics, Edwards represented people like 5-year-old
Valerie Lakey, who had most
of her intestines ripped out by
a defective wading pool drain.
After getting caught in the drain,
most of her small and large
intestines were sucked out of her
body through her anus. She survived, but must be fed nutrients
through a tube running into her
chest for 12 hours a day.
Edwards was very good at
representing ordinary people,
and was once named one of the
best eight lawyers in the whole
country.
By contrast, "Hans and Franz"
Schwarzenegger has failed to

deliver a budget to the people
of California, hut that should
come as no surprise. I le parades
around, dispensing famous
movie lines and playing the
role of Macho Tough Guy to the
delight of his 1 lollywood fans.
I le engages in partisan attacks
of other politicians unrelated
to the subject at hand. I le calls
Democrats "girlie men" for not
wanting to do it his way, yet
lacks the wits to understand that
name-calling won't help him sell
a budget to an already resistant
Legislature.
In other words, he is still living
in his macho Hollywood past,
unable to handle his important
responsibilities as governor.
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.demonstrating passion for God &
compassion for people..

Beautiful
1 Bedroom. Ranch Style
Condominiums
For Rent

Sunday @ 10:30 am

Excellent Location for
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s

meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere
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1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green. OH 419.686.81t7

the capitalist class - those on
the other side whose personal
profits are affected when their
employees take a stand for worker benefits and workplace safety.
The vast majority of people
are not business owners and are
not members rf the capitalist
dan, nor will they ever be—no
matter who they vote for. But
perhaps Schwarzenegger's capitalist class, millionaire contributors were all in attendance—
snarling a chili cheese dog and
shopping at Hot Topic.
Yeah.] bet that's it.
Lastly, the trial lawyers' bit is
a negative and subtle reference
to vice presidential candidate
lohn Edwards, who before joining the Senate was a trial lawyer
devoted to serving members
of the working class (ordinary
people, like virtually all of us, no
matter what our political affiliation) injured in or out of the
workplace.
Rather than attack nice guy
lohn Edwards directly, many
conservatives have begun to
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it Natural gas Fireplace
* Central Air
* Den/Office in some units
* 1 or 2 bathrooms
* Jacuzzi Tub in some units
* Convienent Parking
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Storage
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Laundry Room

* Kitchen includes dishwasher,
disposal, fridge, & stove
M

No lawn Care
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Put an End to
Your Parking Worries...
Walk to Class
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Rentals

ONE BEDROOM APTS
401 S. ENTERPRISE #C: One
bedroom lowet apartment located in
a courtyard setting. Unfurnished. Free
water & sewer. $390.00 per month
plus electric and gas.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
217 S. COLLEGE: Two-Three bedroom unfurnished house, Nice sized,
fenced in yard and off-street parking. $665.00 per month for a 12 month
lease. Pet allowed.

UPS leally came thtough lot me. They provide mote money lot my education,
plus great pay, a schedule that tits my needs, and other benefits.

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
The UPS
EARN wo
LEARN*
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• Excellent Benefits
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• Paid Vacations
• Weekends 6 Holidays Off

■ Weekly Paycheck
■ On site classes

Get up to

$23,000*
in College Education

CAIL UPS TODAY!

Assistance!

419-891-6820

228 S. COLLEGE #K: Two bdrm. unfurnished or furnished apt. Close to
campus. Off street parking. FREE 6AS HEAT, WATER, AND SEWER. Tenant
pays electric only. High speed internet and AC available. $490.00
per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
234 S.C0LLEGE: Two bdrm. unfurnished house with an eat in kitchen and
double living room. Hatdwood floors. $600.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease,
plus utilities.

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
127 E.MERRY ST.: Three bedroom unfurnished house. Nice sized yard,
large rooms. Resident pays utilities. Off street parking. Zoned for no
more than three (3) unrelated people. $700.00 per month for a
12 month lease
211 STATE ST: Three bedroom, two car garage house close to campus.
Professional housing only. $850.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

For additional information, please contact:
Steve Ekh (det1sje@ups.com) or Jami Rosier (jamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)

11Q.W-M7Q
1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537

www.upsjobs.com

Equal Opportunity Employei
■
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FROM BATTLEFIELD TO BALL FIELD

rule: Spider-Man 2: The
Game

Review rating:'''
Platform/console:
PS2,
GameCube, Xbox
Genre: Action
Players allowed: I
ESRB rating: I (violence)
Production
company:
Activision
I el freedom suinf;! Spitlcy
won't die when he falls to the
ground as he did in the first
game 1 feS down on tlic start
fighting crime In environments
that mirror actual layouts of
New York City, including the

World Trade Center memorial
lights. The excellent graphics,
great navigation, fluid controls
and great cut scenes elevate
this emotionally charged game
to a very high level. The only
entertaining element missing
from this highly-recommended
game is a multiplayer mode.
You don't have to save everyone, but you just might want to.
Y'ou can roam the city completing random objectives or follow the storyline. It's all up to
you. The more objectives you
complete, the more I lero points
you can have for upgrades. The
fights have a medium challenge
level because die enemy Al isn't
veiy strong, which is great for
young players. The challenges
come when you fight numerous enemies or main antagonists like Rhino, Shocker and
Mysterio. Gameraakers minimize the musical score for voice
talents includingT'obey Maguire
and Holly Fields, who plays the
voice of Black Cat Spider-Man
2: The Game, come highly recommended for players of all
ages.

your new home field advantage element by making good
plays and signaling to the crowd
which then makes your controller and even die screen shake at
the highest level. A related component, player composure, has
a tremendous effect on gameplay For example, visiting team
players with low composure will
gel rattled when the home field
advantage reaches a high level.
You can always take a timeout
and even have the quarterback
talk to certain players to increase
their composure, but it's usually
best to start with a confident,
Title: NCAA Football 2005
experienced team roster.
Review rating:""
Composure becomes imporPlatform/console: PS2, Xbox,
tant in match-ups as well. Players
PC, GameCube
can exploitweakncsses by checkGenre: Sports
Players allowed: 1 to 4 (more ing their opponents' composure
level before the snap using the
with on-line capabilities)
"matchup stick". Punishing hits
ESRB rating: I:
Production
company: can affect a player's composure
level, but you risk missing the
Electronic Arts
Another fantastic football tackles all together. The defenexperience that features several sive controls allow you to cycle
new options that enhance over- through best players instead of
all gameplay. You can increase their position of the field while

9 ADULT

Title: Tom Clancy's Splinter
Cell Pandora Tomorrow
Review rating:"" 112
Platform/console:
Playstation2,
PC,
Xbox,
GameCube
Genre:
Shooter/Military/
Action
Players allowed: 1 to 4 (on-line
capabilities)
ESRB rating: T (blood, drug
reference, violence)
Production company: Ubi
Soft
Sam Fisher returns to battle
antagonists as political relations
among nations begin to break

fake pitches and odier new elements enhance the execution
of running option plays. Other
elements include hot routes for
miming plays and the option
to view celebrations of players,
fans or mascots.
Theon-line modes candisplay
real-time sports scores of actual
games and player games for
an even better experience. You
can build your team with a 1A,
1AA or historic roster and create
schools, players, playbooks and
even customized signs for fans.
The dynasty mode even gives
you the option to recruit rjoniootball athletes and divides the
budget among recruit, training
and discipline activities. You
always have the option to create
extremely detailed teams while
tracking their statistics, breaking
records and acquiring trophies.
This
highly-recommended
game features Larry Fitzgerald
of the Pittsburgh Panthers on
the cover and has on-line capabilities- for all consoles except
die GameCube.

MART *

(even ones you didn't play) and
great roleplaying elements like
CRIB and training in franchise
mode that push the interaction level through the roof.
The Celebrity Phone option in
CRIB would've done well with
more sports related celebrities.
Even drafting players becomes
simple and fun with simples
interfaces.
Want more reasons to get
this game? OK, how about a
first person perspective option
where you see the game from
inside the helmet and a special
Title: ESPN Football 2K5
ESPN 25th Anniversary mode
Review rating: ""1/2
that allows you to relive historic
Platform/console: games,
Playstation2,Xbox
You can use custom difficulty
Genre: Sports
setting to include just about
Players allowed: 1 to 4 (more everything you'd find in a footwith on-line capabilities)
ball game including great comESRB rating: I.
mentary from Chris Bertnan
Production company: Visual and ESPN broadcast team.
Concepts
Excellent game that's definiteThe most amazing element of ly worth the money (Special
this game is the price: $20! All the note: only Xbox version has
graphics, gameplay and enter- soundtrack options).
tainment elements work great
too. This tide features options
for highlights from select games

off all over the world. The new
moves and gadgets including targeting enemies with liquid that
glows when viewed in thermo
vision. The game has a high level
of problem-solving challenges
and banies with well-equipped
mercenaries. You have to follow
mission objectives closely, which
may result in some trial-anderror frustration, but it's worth
the effort.
The top notch graphics blend
moving shadows and soft lighting
extremely well to create excellent
environment for all the stealth
action. The Xbox version has
better graphics, but the PS2 version features a new jungle mission and other options including
a soldier that can disarm traps.
You'll definitely need the appropriate console headset for this
game.
This highly-recommended
game has a lot of excitement and
genuine thrills. It helps to have
background in the previous Tom
Clancy games, otherwise you'll
have a large learning curve at the
beginning.

Not much has changed in
the button mashing genre of
Olympic video games since
their inception, but Athens
2004 incorporates some timed
techniques to reduce your frustration. The biggest advance is
the optional dance pad option
(other peripheral game pads like
The Fightmaster also workl. The
pad works best on the gymnastic events and reduces the hand
stress of a standard controller.
The competition mode represents most of the formal games
which include the medals and
world records, while you have no
rules and smaller crowds for the
practice modes. Events include
track, field, swim, gymnastics,
jumping weight lifting archery
and shooting. Players can choose
to participate in existing event
formats or customize their own.
The colorful environments
include solid figure animation

Title: Athens 2004
Review rating:"
Platform/console:
Playstation2
Genre: Sports
I'lavers allowed: 1 to 4
ESRB ratiiii;: F.
Production company: Sony
Computer
Entertainment
America

and a mascot looks like an alteration of Ziggy. Great graphics
replay options and sound, but
the disappointing options don't
even have a language choice or
all the national anthems.
Ml reviews dime liy
Michael Siebenaler

Editors note
fliis summer video game
showcase was produced thanks
to Bowling Creen's Bhckbustei
Video! Eminem plrnvrs can pin
chase a BLOCKBUSTER Flip
Card for just $49 phis tax to get
unlimited gone rentals (one out
at a time) for three consecutive
months. You can also get a (lame
Pass, Movie Pass and enroll in the
Blockbuster Rewards program
Stop In' their stow on Hlt> South
Main Street or cull 419473-9888
for more information.

Why did BGSU switch from semesters to quarters
in the 1968-69 year?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Switch was mandated by Ohio Board ot Regen1
University responded to student vote
University responded to faculty vote
Allowed more time tor harvesting crops

DVD • VIDEOS • TOYS

BACHELORETTE & BACHELOR PARTY GIFTS
k. i. A
.
LOTIONS & MASSAGE OILS
WED
OPEN
GREETING CARDS • MAGAZINES
LADIES DAY
24
20% OFF
HOURS
WA.J

^Lingerie (Boutique *

18 &
OLDER

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!

PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW
FOR FALL '04 & SPRING '05

www.myadultwarehouse.com

Ajfmmmm^

10 MINUTES EAST OF BOWLING GREEN' CORNER RT 6 S 23
20 MINUTES SOUTH OF TOLEDO
419-288-2131

CT/1 tJ
3 / (/f

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
'" Gooa Locations!

by our office &

If You Love the Night Life...
Live Right By it All

NHWli'VE
Rentals

J0HN

NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

piCk UP the
Ll-.._. a 3_*1.*..-Mi

119 E. WooUer Street. Him ling limn. OH
Looted Acrov. From Two Bell.

new Listings!

RENTAL OFFICE (4w.t54.22w

Hourv Monday lo Friday Ht.VJ- lu 5:J0
^^KSwSftttmSMttw

www.johnnewloverenfotale.cofn

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
3411/2 S. MAIN ST.: Efficiency upper duplex. Off street parking. Large apt. with a large
closet. Resident pays all utilities. $325.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS

QI■

|...^vr:; ]■

3381/2 WALLACE.: One bedroom upper duplex. Unfurnished. Off street parking. Resident
pays all utilities. Private entrance. $460.00 per mo. for a 12 mo. lease.

■ ;: ■ ■- ;■

CUT-RATE

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

^TOBACCO

534 N. MAIN ST.: Two bedroom unfurnished lower duplex. Kitchen, living room. One car
garage. Bath with shower. Screened in front porch. Resident pays ail utilities. Non-smoking
living environment! $625.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

1180 N. Main Street (n«t to me woodland Maq
(419) 352-5989 Mon-Frl: 9-7 •Sot 9-6 • Sun: 11 -5

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
3181/2 N. MAIN ST.: Three bedroom unfurnished upper apartment. Spacious rooms. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident pays electric
only. Parking available ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. Graduate and Professional Housing Only.
Non-smoking. $610.00 per month for a 12 month lease
638 S. MAIN ST. #N0: Three bedroom unfurnished duplex.Very quiet neighborhood.Washer/dryer hookup. Basement. Off street
parking. Front and back porches. Resident pays all utilities ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. $610.00
per month for a 12 month lease.
111 0RDVVAY: Three bedroom unfurnished house.Close to downtown. Fenced in back yard. Gas heat. Resident pays all utilities.
ZONED FOR NO MORE THAN THREE (3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. $625.00 pet month for a 12 month lease
602 WALLACE: Three bedroom house located close to the City Park. Large lot with off street parking. Living room, dining room,
washer/dryer hookup. $875.00 per month plus utilities.

JtM

^Maritx *6
m

$27." t :tn.

Bosk:
$23."ctn.

Parliaments
$3.02 pack

W ■■^■^

^m-,

NEWIPVE

419-352-5620

^.^can

V Browse ou walk-In Humidor for Arturo Fuente, Montesino, Macanudo,
V Padron anc 1 many morel
V From value j triced to Flavored Exotic, cigarettes- al at absolute state
V minimum pric es.
^Complete Roll-Your- Own supplies, check It out!
W 30 flavored blunt wraps starting as low as 35«

332 SOUTH MAIN STREET BOWLING GREEN, OH
www.newloverentals.com
newloveinfo" newloverentals.com

rJSSSL-,
°<££™n

C

Jit Register lot weekly 525.00 gjft certificates *
you won'f believe our LOW PRICES!
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The Daily Crossword Fix

The plastic things on the end
of shoelaces are called

brought to you by

"AGLETS"!
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Classified Ads
372-6977
Ih» BG Near, will not knowingly Keep*
■dtcnittmcnu dial tliwriminatr. or encounfr
discrimination agama! any Individual or group
on die bain ol raca. ata. color, irtel ir ig.-n
nauonal ongin. actual onmuuion, ditatiiliiy.
Malui aa a talcran, or on itia baan ol an) other
legally potened uatut

Mother ol 3 small children
needs sitter Wed. from 11 to 4:30.
419-878-3484.

Available Aug. 15. 3 bdrm. apt.
Close to BGSU. Lease required.
419-686-4651

Part Time or Freelance Graphics/
Web Developer. Knowledge of ASP,
HTML, GoLive. Photoshop,
Illustrator, Quark helpful.
Please fax resume and salary
requiremnets to 419-352-0843.

Available Aug. 15th. 3 bedrm. apt., 3
bedim house, 2 bedrm. house.
Leases required Close to BGSU
(419)686-4651

For Sale
Black metal futon, great condition.
S75 or best offer.
Call 567-874-4469

The BG Newt reMnvi the nghl to decline, ditthoac finjod to he defamatory .lacking lit factual Italic. miileaJing or III* in nature All
adcerliveroenl. are ,uh|ec to editing and
approval

Sofa, fuii size bed w/tiookcase
headboard, font deck John Deere
lawnmower with bagger. 352-6476.

Lost/Found

" Lg & 1 bdrm houses avail. Also,
efficiencies. All next lo campus, plus
rooms as low as $230 mo. Incl. all
util Individual leases. 419-353-0325
9am to 9pm

FOUND envelope in Kroger's
parking lot. Call lo identity.
419-308-8658

1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Available August 15.
Call 352-5822

Personals

2 4 3 bdrm apts at 215-221 Manville. Available May & August.
Call 352-5239

$10! TVs Computers'
Police Seized from $101
For information 800-749-8107xP960
Learn a skill for lite Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandefionitables.com

For Rent
3 bdrm. home, Cnm St.. 2 blks from
south campus. Lg. Ivg. rm., Lg.
kitchen, util. rm. w/d. $825 plus util.
Avail Mid-Aug. 419-352-7090.

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! $300/day potential
No exp necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.

3 Bdrm house. 10 min North of BG
$690 - gas and elec. w/appliances.
Quiet, friendly small town 352-2000.

" Cleaning and miscellaneous help
lor approximately 2 weeks, starting
Aug. 9 Call 419-353-0325
Hiring sates manager for new town
home community in BG. Looking for
motivated individual. Send resume
to 2900 Snowdrop Dr.. West Lafayette. IN 47906 Attn: Beeian

3 bdrm . 2 ba. 1 block from campus
$1200'mo.utilities. 1027Clough St
419-340-8062.
3 bdrm., den, 2 bath, cable/phone
hook-up in each bdrm . 5th St.
$875/mo Avail Aug 352-8872

In home child care for 18 mo. boy.
$7.50 hr. Tues 9-5. Thurs 10:30-6.
Must have car Summer & Fall.
amahone@bgnet bgsu edu
Morning day care in our BG home (8
miles from BGSU} lor 2 year old
boy. M-F. 8-11am. Apply for any or
all shifts Call Cindy at 823-1891.
Nanny w/baby care exp. needed to
care for 2 girts (2 mos. and 3
yrs.old) In our BG home 2-4 days a
week, hrs nog., $7.50-10 hr. Can
start now Good rets and baby care
exp a must 419-353-5363

3 bdrm.. unfurnished townhouse
Available immediately.
Call 352-5822.
3 BFt unlrn . newly remod. house.
Large yard, private parking, quiet
neighborhood Across from Kenwood School 9 or 12 mo lease
$825 ♦ utli 353-7263 leave msg
619 High. 3 bedroom.
Lease for 12 mos, pay foe 11.
419-353-8206

Grad student. 1/2 blk. from BGSU
Private studio apt. w/ parking space
419-353-3855
House for rent, 4 bdrm., central air.
$1200 mo. Summit St.
Leave message 352-7402
HOUSE FOR RENT: 3bd 1-1/2ba,
w/d hookup, garage, mudroom,
C/alr, gas heat, newly remod.,quiet
neighborhood. L&G Properties
419-352-0843 419-308-8658

Worship Times
9:15- Traditional
Senice
10 30-Sunda\ School

Praising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Banting (ireen

BRAND NEW

Open Weekdays 4P.M. •

—

• Piedmont
• Haven House
• Fox Run
Models Now Openl

• Updated Birchwood
•Triplex
• Mini-Mall apts

rtFLTS!.

(PG-13)

• Professional Trainers Available
• Newly Renovated!
• Indoor Heated Pool

■ Updated Lighting
• New Equipment
• Sauna
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HIGHLAND

• Convenient on-site parking

s
I GTP»-(ANF

n~

419-354-6036
Low security deposits!
(Jay-Mar only)
The HighlandsOne bedroom. Laundry
facilities in building. A/C,
Quiet! Starting at $375

Additional Site to Choose from:
Summit Hill

• Pets welcome

VAUSIT' «MM*(
HMHtMiKTJ

130E WaHnpooSl H»*v!tng(irccn

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly
remodeled. All appliances.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat.
Starting at $510

• Laundry facilities

N

t

We'll take care of you. Beit price,
well maintained, privacy and
deadbolt security large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT
www. bgliighlanJmgmt.com
^
highland </m;nci.org
^>

FREE MEAT

PRIME RIB

VARSITY
SQUARE

—

Smoking & Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

APARTMENTS
419-353-7715 ft

.Management Inc.

I RUNNING SPECIALS
1 on ALL 2 Bedroomsl
1 STOP BY FOR LISTING

Call 353-5800

Hillsdale Apartments

Jif^L^^Jn.L^U^.p

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

P

1:20,4:20
7:20,10:05

1:00,4:00
7:00,9:50

1:10,4:10
7:10,10:00

FREE HEAT
Ride our Free Resident Shuttle
to check us out (Lot A 9-10.30,1-4:30)

1082 Fairview
• 2 Bedroom Apartments &
3 Bedroom Townhouses
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Washer/Dryer Hook-up
• Carports
■ BGSU Bus stop
- FEW 3 BEDROOMS STILL
OPEN

Xi
Everqreen Apartments
215 EastPoe
I RUNNING A SPECIAL

2 Swimming Pools.
3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom Apartments

• 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Laundry on-site
• BGSU Bus stop

AMI
Heinzsite Apartments

BOURNE
SUPREMACY
HAROLD & KUMAR
GO TO WHITE CASTLE

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

1972

JRESH

(419) 352-11 SO

SPIDER-MAN 2

■-■

••'

n

,JiSL,

From Only
$465!

163 South Main Street
Bowling Green

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1 800 829 8638
or Steve at

(PG-13)

membership privilege to-

Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease

(PG-13)

9

1

*

fjpires 8/31/04

• Spacious kitchen

tfcfct

THE VILLAGE
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MEDIUM TWO

1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

4W lit 2277

& other locations!
Extra Large Bedroomsl

SINCE

DAILY

(PG-13)

I

8

d

entrance

709 5th Street =\
APARTMENTS

1, ROBOT

i

0

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

f JULY 30TH - AUGUST
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FEATURING
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On selected floor plans

Tired of your small living space?
Check out Charing Cross Apt's
and see the difference. 352-0590
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MANAGEMENT

Smith Apt Rentals
BG Apts-818/822 2nd SI.
2 BR Apts - $490 * gas/elec
419-352-8917

Silt

0

N V

• Patio

Bait

-]

n

n

SERVING

SM. 3 BR. WD. AC. 811 2nd St.
Avail Aug 20. 9 mo. lease
S700/mo. » util. no pets. 352-8827.
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Room in house available now.
Grad. female, non-smoking.
S230 » utilities 419-308-9295.

■■I

Coop residents
Sleuth Spade
Actress Kidman
House in Paris
Like wild horses
Public persona
Also-ran in 2000
Post-card scene
Stupid mistake
Hamlet, to Horatio
Elite wheels
One more time
L. Durocher and Y.
Berra
64 Republican letters
65 Dander

ANSWERS

0
203N.Moin "Ft™
" 352-5166
$5.00 Minimum

www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

Preferred
Properties Co.

Supply with weapons
Raggedy doll
'The Seven
Ralph Ellison classic
Principal
Spiral
Moslems collectively
Want _
Closed sign, of a sort
Understand
Designer Cassini
Board payer
Notable period
Pierre's pop
Provides with funding

40
45
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
60
61
62

STRAIGHT
UGHT YEARS ^^

NEW HOUSE Close 10 campus.
air. disposal, dishwasher, laundry.
Call 419-353-1731

200 North Summit Street
H.» liny, (mm. Oho 43402.2527
Phone 419-353-9031
Fax 419-353-5191
r-tnail !nnity (a,v.cnet org

HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
130 E. Washington Street BG
419.354.5036
www.bghlghlindmgmt.com

46
47
49
52
57
58
59
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

PISHN6LLOS

Male has furnished room w/ freedom
of house to a clean, neat & responsible. $200 dep.. $250/mo., no other
bills 354-6117.

11.30-Contemporary
Service

S6S0-S735

Outdoor marketplace
Movie pooch
Arena official
iditarod's state
Beat it, Fluffy!
Jackie's second spouse
TV saga of the Robinson family
Go a few rounds
und Drang
Late-night Jay
Helper
Preoccupied
Chicago section
Opp. of syn
CD-_
ERA or RBI
Embers
Type of setter
Sort of
Actress Dickinson
Flat finish
Negative votes

i

K & K PROPERTIES
Available August 15th:
1 bedrooms:
130 University Ln . 405 1/2 S Grove
625 1/2 N Main, 303 1/2 S. Main Si.
2 bedroomi:
132 Ada S 301 8 Main
3 bedroom houses:
1 University Lane, 303 S Main
225 Manville, 625 N. Main
4/5/6 bedrooms:
305 S. Main . 622 Fifth. 630 Elm
Call or stop in for a complete list
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough St, BG

for Graduate students
Two bedroom, vaulted ceiling,
skylight, ceramic tile,
high efficiency heat, central
air, dishwasher, exhaust
microwave, located downtown
with extra storage lockers
and laundry on-slte.

1
7
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
26
29
30
31
34
38
41
42
43
44

Buy 3 br $4,000!
Stop Paying Rent!
For listings 800-749-8106 xB955

Trinity United
Methodist Church

The Homestead

■HI '

ACROSS

"Boom town' grad apt.
1 bdrm. off street parking
352-3445

Apt. tor rent 2 bdrm. $525 mo. only
pay elec. 1 yr lease. E Merry. 1
block from campus 419-346-3597

BRAND NEW *

" 1

Dances at Versailles
Oodles
Actress Pitts
Ot the stars
With hands on hips
Sprinted
Vail rival
Meager
City in Washington
Noshed
Fanatical
Wear away
Like some mortgage
rates
Ignored the alarm
Playwright Chekhov
Distress letters
Early Peruvian
Remove fat
Folk dance
Give out
Simile center
Someone to know?
Lab medium
Old Milanese money
18-wheeler
Sully

m

1:30,4:30
7:30,10:15

1:40,4:40
7:40,10:25

Plenty of Resident &
Visitor parking.

710 North Enterprise
• 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• Washer/Dryer in 2 Bdrms.
• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

Tuesday, August 3rd, CHEAPER BY THE
DOZEN (PGI, 10:00am.Tickets only $ 1.00
Midnight Thursday, July 29th
M. Night Shyamalan's THE VILLAGE

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office

\\^>oalond
Call 352-9378 for Details
STOP IN AT 530 S. MAPLE, in B.G.
MON-FRI:

0 SAT. f0-2

WJF TOWNtCErJIUI

1234 N. Main St. (fit. 25), Bowling Grwn
MAlL:41v-3S4-4447
MOVIt TIMES: 419 3S4 0558

www.woodlandtc.com

at 1045 N. Main St
or check website
for complete listing
for next year.

I
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Olde Fort

of Perrysburg
History of the fort
[his Ion. built mi a high blulTim the south side of the Maumee River overlooking the rapids, was the site of two importanl batdes during the war of 1812. During the War of 1812, the commander of the forces within the region, William Henry
Harrison, ordered his troops to build the stockade. The fort was designed by the Northwest Army's chief engineer, West
Point-trained Captain Charles Gratiot. Harrison named the
stockade Foil Meigs in honor of Ohio governor, Keturn
lonathan Meigs, Harrison waited at the fort for more men
and supplies to continue his offensive to repatriate Detroit,
which had been captured by the British, and carry the war
into (fenada. British and (lanadian troops, assisted by native
allies, attacked the post twice in 1813. which the fort successfully withstood. Following the end of the war in 1815, the
military abandoned the post, inn Meigs is one of about GO
sites operated throughout the state to commemorate Ohio's
historic natural and archaeological heritage. It is the site of
military re-enactments, lectures, presentations, and other
programs intended to preserve and interpret the region's
heritage.
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HARD BALL One ol the cannons that still look over the tort

RESPECT FOR THE FALLEN: The monument dedicated to the fallen heros.

LONG AND SHORT RANGE: Two of the different guns that adorn the fort.

ABOVE AND BELOW LEFT: The outside and inside of the only stone building on
the grounds.

LEFT: Amunition bow sits under a tree. BELOW: A slightly modified water pump.
RIGHTOne of the many entrances that provides a view of the monument.

